
Sensitivity of the MMA in Wide Field ImagingM.A. Holdaway (mholdawa@nrao.edu)M.P. Rupen (mrupen@nrao.edu)National Radio Astronomy ObservatorySocorro, NM 87801June 16, 1995AbstractThe MMA D array used in mosaicing mode will provide a very sensitive and e�cient meansof imaging very large �elds. With integration times per pointing of only 1 s, the MMA D arraycan achieve surface brightness sensitivity at 115 GHz and 1.3 km/s spectral resolution of 0.19 Kat the full 7.002 resolution and 0.076 K when tapered to 14.004 resolution (14.004 is similar to theresolution obtained with a 50 m single dish at 115 GHz). Observing 1 s per pointing at 230 GHzwith 1.3 km/s spectral resolution, sensitivities of 0.25 K at the full 3.006 resolution and 0.10 Kwhen tapered to 7.002 resolution can be achieved. With these interesting sensitivity levels inonly 1 s per pointing, mosaics of thousands of pointings will be desirable. Utilization of thispowerful capability of the MMA will require continuous scan (On-The-Fly) mosaicing, smoothsynchronous tracking by all antennas to a few arcseconds pointing accuracy, and correlatordump times of 0.3 s or less.It can be argued that large single dishes equipped with large focal plane arrays should bemore capable at imaging such large regions of the sky. When compared at the same resolution,the MMA is several times faster at wide �eld imaging than a \straw man" large single dish.Much more computer time will be required to process the MMA data than the single dish data,but the MMA images are likely to be of higher quality.IntroductionTraditionally, single dish radio telescopes have been used to image di�use objects such asatomic or molecular clouds in our Galaxy, and radio interferometers have been used to imageextragalactic objects, discrete galactic objects, or compact features embedded in the di�usegalactic objects. While it has been widely recognized that multiple interferometric pointingsmay be required to image objects of modest size (Rand and Kulkarni, 1990; Adler et al., 1992),the prejudice for observing very large objects with single dishes is still widespread in the radioastronomical community. The design of the MMA attempts to remove this traditional dis-tinction between \single dish science" and \interferometer science" since the MMA D arraymeasures all spatial frequencies from zero up to the longest baseline, thereby permitting ob-servations of arbitrarily large sources (Cornwell 1988, Cornwell, Holdaway, and Uson 1993).In this memo, we look at the sensitivity of the MMA D array to illustrate that very large1



(i.e., thousands of pointings) mosaic observations are both feasible and interesting, and we alsodemonstrate that the MMA images wide �elds faster than a straw man large single dish witha focal plane array.Mosaicing Brightness Sensitivity and Implied Mosaic SizeThe surface brightness sensitivity of a single pointing interferometric observation will be�Tb = Tsysf�apNpol�t�� ; (1)where f is the �lling factor of the array, or the fraction of the array area which is �lled withantenna collecting area, �a is the aperture e�ciency of a single element, Npol is the number ofpolarizations, �t is the observing time, and �� is the bandwidth. For mosaicing, the brightnesssensitivity is further improved by the overlap in pointings, which is given by�m(x) = q�pA(x� xp)2; (2)where A(x) is the primary beam, and xp is the pth pointing position. For a regular squaregrid of Nyquist sampled interferometer pointings, �m is constant (except at the edge of the skycoverage) and equal to 1.60. Oversampling by a factor of two in each direction would increase�m by a factor of about 2, but the amount of time per pointing would decrease by 4, resultingin the same sensitivity. Hence, the mosaicing sensitivity speci�c to our rectangular Nyquistsampled grid applies to the general case. So, for rectangular grid mosaic observations, thesurface brightness sensitivity is �Tb = Tsysf�m�apNpol�t�� ; (3)with �t now being the time per pointing. For CO(1-0) at 115 GHz, imaged with the D array atfull resolution (7.002), with Tsys = 100 K, f for the D array is 0.5, �m = 1.60, �a = 0:7, Npol=2,�t = 1 s, and �� = 0.5 MHz, or 1.3 km/s, resulting in 0.19 K surface brightness sensitivity.However, if we taper the image to half the resolution, the beam is 4 times as large and welose only 1:6 of the point source sensitivity, resulting in an improvement in surface brightnesssensitivity of 4=1:6 = 2:5, or �Tb = 0:076 K. For CO(2-1) at 230 GHz, Tsys = 200 K, fullspatial resolution (3.006 spatial resolution and 1.3 km/s spectral resolution), �Tb = 0:25 K; andat half spatial resolution (7.002) �Tb = 0:10 K.Past surveys of galactic CO (see e.g. Combes, 1991) have had sensitivities ranging from0.5 K down to 0.1 K, typically either with telescope beams of 10 (which allows observationof only a very small fraction of a percent of the sky), or with telescope beams of about 80(which permits surveying a substantial fraction of the sky with a dedicated instrument). Thesensitivity of the MMA in only one second per pointing is comparable to that of the mostsensitive of these surveys, but at resolutions of � 700. This gives us the possibilities of imagingvery large regions of the sky at � 0:1 K sensitivities (about 0.5% of the sky in 1 month of2



dedicated observing, far exceeding the paltry fractions of the sky which have been observed inCO at 10 resolution in past surveys, typically 0.01% of the sky), and of spending more time perpointing to perform more sensitive surveys of weaker molecular transitions, such as 13CO.We can conclude from the sensitivity arguments and comparisons with the sensitivities ofpast CO surveys that mosaicing with as little as 1 s per interferometric pointing is actually avery interesting way to spend MMA time because it probes new phase space (namely higherspatial resolution) in a time e�cient manner. At 1 s per pointing, �3000 pointings can bemade in an hour, resulting in mosaics of 600 x 600 2.009 pixels (full resolution at 115 GHz),about a quarter square degree per hour.Sensitivity Comparison Between the MMA and a Large Single DishIt might seem that a large single dish with a multi-feed array would be a more practicalmeans of mapping such large regions of the sky; in fact, the MMA will be very fast at wide �eldimaging. To demonstrate the MMA's speed, we compare the imaging speed of the proposedMMA with a \straw man" 50 m single dish with a 32 beam focal plane array. This is aninteresting comparison because the two instruments have the same collecting area, and the32 beam focal plane array is the largest focal plane array currently planned. To calculatethe relative sensitivity of these two instruments, we �rst consider the number of pointings eachinstrument must make to cover the same large piece of sky, and we then ask what the sensitivityis on the sky given a certain amount of time observing that position. We can then determinethe relative speeds of the two instruments.Since the large single dish will be tapered, one single dish beam width will be about1:22�=50 m. The MMA dishes will not be tapered (see below), and the primary beam widthwill be closer to �=8 m. So, the ratio of the number of large single dish primary beams toMMA primary beams in some large region will beNBeams;sdNBeams;mma = ((50=1:22)=8)2 = 26:2: (4)However, the large single dish will have 32 feeds, so the ratio of the number of antenna pointingsrequired by the large single dish and the MMA to image the same region will beNpt;sdNpt;mma = 26:2=32 = 0:82: (5)Next, we consider how sensitive the two instruments are at a single sky position in a givenamount of time. The sensitivity in Jy of a single dish is given by the equation�sd = 2kTsys�AsdpNpol�t�� ; (6)where � is the antenna e�ciency, Asd is the collecting area of the dish, and Npol is the numberof polarizations measured. We break up � into the surface e�ciency �sf , the taper e�ciency3



�t, the switching e�ciency �sw, and other e�ciencies �o including spill over and blockage. Thesensitivity in Jy of an N element interferometer is given by the equation�mma = p2kTsys��mAmmaqNpol�t��N(N � 1)=2 ; (7)Amma is the collecting area of one MMA dish, N is the number of antennas in the array.The di�erence of p2 in the sensitivity equations is due to the requirement that the total powerreceivers must be switched against a reference load, which is not required of the interferometer'sreceivers. For a mosaicing interferometer, we break up the e�ciency into the surface e�ciency�sf , the taper e�ciency �t, and other e�ciencies �o including spill over and blockage. Inaddition, we must consider the mosaicing sensitivity overlap �m.� We assume the two instruments have the same Tsys, the same bandwidth ��, and thesame time on source �t. We assume the two instruments are on sites with similaropacities.� Collecting Area A.{ The 50 m single dish has 1963 m2 collecting area.{ Each 8 m interferometer dish has 50.27 m2 collecting area.� Mosaicing overlap �m.{ In properly sampled single dish observations, the beams on the sky will overlap atabout the half power point. However, information (sensitivity) that one pointinghas about its neighbor cannot be retrieved, and no sensitivity advantage is gained.{ We have formulated the interferometer speed problem in terms of the number ofNyquist sampled synthesized beams observed per pointing, plus the sensitivity persynthesized beam. However, the pointings are also Nyquist sampled on the sky, soeach pointing has some sensitivity which can be used by neighboring pointings. Wecould have formulated the problem in terms of \number of equivalent full sensitivity(i.e., at the primary beam center) pointings in a single pointing, plus the beamcenter sensitivity per synthesized beam. It is easier to calculate the ratio of thenumber of synthesized beams to the number of pointing positions for a large skyregion, and augment the sensitivity by the mosaicing overlap �m, which is 1.60 fora rectangular grid, as calculated above.� Taper E�ciency �t.{ The single dish loses collecting area due to the underillumination of the aperture,required to reduce ground pickup. A 12 dB taper at the edge of the dish results ina taper e�ciency of 0.70. 4



{ The MMA dishes will have a fairly uniform aperture illumination which drops pre-cipitously at the edge of the dish. This is to be accomplished by the use of a lens,and it is expected that each dish will have a taper e�ciency of about 0.88. In orderto make a valid comparison of the brightness sensitivities of the MMA and the largesingle dish, we must taper the MMA images to obtain the same resolution from bothinstruments. The taper can be done in the image plane after deconvolution, or inthe (u; v) plane prior to deconvolution. Deconvolution will work better if the taperis performed in the Fourier plane. Sensitivity to point sources will be higher if thesmoothing is performed in the image plane, but the sensitivity to resolved struc-ture will be about the same for either case. We therefore consider the taper in the(u; v) plane. The large single dish resolution is e�ectively 1:22�=D, which requiresa Gaussian taper of about 37 m in the interferometer's (u; v) plane, resulting in a\(u-v) taper e�ciency" of the interferometer of 0.69, or 0.61 when combined withthe dish illumination taper.� Surface e�ciency �sf . It is di�cult to make very large single dishes with very accuratesurfaces.{ A very large single dish operating at millimeter wavelengths will likely have a surfacelike �=16 at 1 mm, and we assume here that the surface is 70 �. At 230 GHz, thesurface e�ciency will be 0.63.{ The interferometric dishes will have a surface accuracy of 25 �, resulting in a surfacee�ciency of 0.94 at 230 GHz.� Switching E�ciency �sw.{ The single dish will need to switch (i.e., di�erence two signals taken at di�erentsky positions at the same or at similar times) in order to get a reference zero leveland also in order to remove the atmospheric emission. In principle, the referencezero level may be obtained accurately with little overhead, so we do not consider ithere. The e�ciency lost to switching is a complicated issue and depends upon theobserving strategy and the reduction and analysis strategy. The most conservativechoice spends half of the observing time on source and half of the observing timeo� source. �sw is then 0.5, 1=p2 due to spending half of the time on source and1=p2 due to adding two equally noisy signals. However, if multiple ON positions areswitched against a single OFF position, it is possible to get a higher e�ciency. Inthis situation, the optimal time to spend on the OFF position is pNonton (Emerson,private communication), in which case the noise increases by 1 + 1=pNon, or theswitching e�ciency becomes about 1�1=pNon. So, if we observed 100 ON positionsfor 1 s and switched against a single OFF position observed for 10 s, we would seea noise increase of 1.1, or �sw = 0:91. The number of ON positions which can beswitched against a single OFF position is limited by the time scale of the atmosphericuctuations, and the ON and OFF positions should be taken within about a minute.5



So, 100 ONs per OFF is quite reasonable in the case of spectral line on-the-ymapping, for which an ON position is de�ned now as a pixel in the �nal Nyquistsampled image. However, the noise in such an image will be correlated among allof the pixels which were switched against a single OFF position. Since this is notdesirable in some circumstances, more frequent switching and lower e�ciencies willsometimes be required. (This applies to the total power measured by the MMA aswell as to the large single dish.)For the single dish, we will consider the case of on-the-y spectral line mappingwith �sw = 0:9, or one OFF position for 100 ON positions. Note, however, thatcontinuum mapping would require more OFF time, resulting in a lower switchinge�ciency.{ An interferometer does not need to switch, so �sw = 1 for spectral line or continuum.� Number of Polarizations Npol. If both polarizations are observed simultaneously, thenoise decreases by p2.{ Each receiver in the array of feeds will have only one polarization.{ The MMA measures both polarizations on each antenna.� Other E�ciency Factors. We assume the two instruments have the same apertureblockage and feed spill over e�ciencies.� Calibration Overhead. The single dish will require ux scale and bandpass calibration,and the MMA will require ux scale, bandpass, and phase calibration. In the MMA'scompact array, the atmosphere will often be essentially phase stable, so a very smallfraction of the time will be spent performing phase calibration. We assume that bothinstruments will have comparable calibration overhead.These factors are summarized in Table 1 for the 50 m SD and the MMA.The ratio of the sensitivity equations gives us�sd�mma = p2�mmat �mmasf �mmam AmmaqNmmapol N(N � 1)=2�sdt �sdsf�sdswAsd : (8)For the parameter values in Table 1, �sd�mma = 3:3 (9)In order to compare the relative speed of the large single dish and the MMA (ie, the relativetime required to image the same region of the sky to the same sensitivity), we multiply therelative sensitivity on each pointing, squared, by the relative number of antenna pointingsrequired to image some large region of the sky:TsdTmma = � �sd�mma�2 Npt;sdNpt;mma ; (10)6



50 m SD MMA D ArrayCollecting Area(per element) 1963 m2 50.27 m2N elements 1 40N polarizations 1 2Mosaicing Overlap �m 1.0 1.60Taper E�ciency �t 0.70 0.61Surface E�ciency �sf 0.63 0.94Switching E�. �sw 0.90 1.0Other E�ciencies �o 0.85 0.85Table 1: Factors inuencing the single pointing sensitivity of the Large Single Dish and theMMA tapered to the same resolution.or TsdTmma = 8:5 (11)Hence, it appears that the MMA will be signi�cantly more e�cient at imaging very largeregions than a large single dish. We can turn the equation backwards and ask: given a singledish with the same collecting area as the MMA, how many feeds must it have to be as fastas the MMA in wide �eld mapping? It must have 8.5 times more feeds than its assumed 32,or about 270 feeds total to keep up with the MMA. With current technology, an array of 270feeds on a millimeter wavelength telescope would su�er from severe o�-axis e�ects, resultingin the di�erent feeds having quite di�erent beams.It is a bit precarious to compare the sensitivities of two instruments which have not yetbeen built. In addition to uncertainties in the above factors, we have not considered theseadditional factors:� MMA Total Power Measurements. In order to make valid wide �eld images, theMMA requires total power measurements, which will be made with the MMA antennas(Cornwell, Holdaway, and Uson, 1993). The fraction of time required for the total powerobservations will depend upon the scienti�c objectives of the experiment. By requiringcontinuity of sensitivity as a function of (u; v) distance between the total power to in-terferometric data boundary (which occurs near the dish diameter in the (u; v) plane,or about 8 m), and assuming that all interferometric elements participate in measuringthe total power, the time-on-source required for the total power measurements is about aquarter of the time-on-source required for the interferometric data (for 40 antennas in acompact con�guration with 0.5 �lling factor). This sensitivity equalization rule of thumbis applicable to projects which are as interested in the extended emission as in the morecompact emission, such as measuring the power spectrum of the structure in a molecularcloud. Observations which are primarily interested in bright, small scale features such7



as �laments and shocks require only that the total power not corrupt these features ofinterest, and respectable images can be made with a factor of �10-20 less time spent ontotal power data than is required to equalize the Fourier plane sensitivity.In our mosaicing speed analysis above, we have assumed that the MMA will measure thetotal power at the same time as it measures the interferometric visibilities. In the caseof the MMA antennas performing a single OFF for many ONS, which �ts e�ciently withOn-The-Fly mosaicing, it will be possible to measure total power and interferometric datasimultaneously and e�ciently with the 40 MMA antennas, and the total power sensitivityrelative to the interferometer sensitivity will far exceed what is required to produce highquality mosaic images. In this case, no modi�cations to our speed results will be required.If a more conservative switching scheme is required to make high quality images andthere is a single ON for each OFF, it will probably not be wise to measure total powerand interferometric data simultaneously. If beam switching is required to remove theatmosphere (as it will be for continuum observations), it may be di�cult to measuretotal power and interferometric data simultaneously. In these cases, it will be moreattractive to dedicate a fraction of the observing time (or a fraction of the antennas)to measure only total power, and the interferometric data is taken with the rest of theobserving time (or antennas). If we are as interested in the extended structure as the �nescale structure, we require about the same amount of time on the total power data as onthe interferometer data. If we are primarily interested in the small scale structure anddon't want to be limited by the short spacing problem on the bright, compact regions,the time dedicated to total power observations will be about 10% of the time spent oninterferometer observations.� Image Quality. The MMA images will often be better than the large single dish imagesdue to reduced systematic errors.� Phase Stability. We have assumed in this analysis that phase calibration will be avery small overhead for the MMA. The atmospheric phase stability is usually acceptableon the short baselines of interest here at millimeter wavelengths on the Mauna Kea andChile sites. However, there will be times when the phase stability is too poor for theMMA compact array to observe without phase correction, or for the 50 m single dish toobserve at all: conditions which result in poor phase stability for the interferometer willresult in anomalous refraction for large single dishes. There are more phase correctionoptions open to interferometers, and the MMA would sometimes be able to observe whenthe large single dish could not.� Antenna Blockage. We assumed that both instruments have the same blockage in theabove calculation. One of the current designs for the MMA antenna has no blockage, butthe large single dish will have blockage. Including the blockage di�erences would increasethe MMA's relative speed incrementally.8



� Tsys. We assumed above that Tsys would be the same for the MMA and for each of thelarge single dish's pixels. However, it is di�cult to produce a multi-beam system withTsys as low as a single beam system. It should also be pointed out that the 80 single beamreceivers on the MMA antennas will not be as sensitive as the most sensitive receivers ona single beam single dish.� Other MMA Con�gurations. The MMA will not be in its compact array all yearround, but even if it is in the D array only one quarter of the year, its productivity willbe greater than the large single dish's productivity year round.� Computing. The MMA will require much more computing than a large single dishto produce images (see Holdaway and Foster, 1994). However, the fast linear mosaicalgorithm should always work well enough for these very large spectral line mosaics whichwill not push the algorithm's dynamic range limitations.Technical Requirements for the MMAIf the antennas observe in \stop and go" mode, as mosaicing is performed currently, some-thing like 5 s will be lost to the antenna settling down to the good pointing accuracy requiredfor mosaicing, and very large mosaicing becomes less attractive. In order to make full use ofthe power of the MMA, continuous scan (i.e., On-The-Fly) mosaicing (Holdaway and Foster1994) will be required. In order for On-The-Fly mosaicing to work, the antennas must scansynchronously. However, since these mosaics will not be very high dynamic range, of order50:1 or 100:1, the 1 arcsecond pointing is not required, rather, we could probably live with 2-3arcsecond pointing. Jim Ru�, a VLA antenna engineer, says that the synchronous scanningrequirement is not particularly hard to meet, but must be included in the design speci�cations.With 1 s integration times per Nyquist sampled pointing position, the correlator readout needsto be about 0.3 s. An outstanding problem is the shape of the synthesized beam, which willchange across the image unless one of the solutions of Holdaway and Foster (1994) is adopted:agging (u; v) data which fall outside the (u; v) envelope common to all pointings, restrictingthe observations to a small hour angle range (thereby limiting the size of the mosaics made onany given day), or scanning over the imaged region very fast several times, which requires avery small correlator dump time. Discussion of which scheme is most appropriate is outsidethe scope of this memo. Flagging the non-overlapping (u; v) points will degrade the resolution(but will enhance the surface brightness sensitivity). Scanning over the region many times willcreate extreme data rate problems and may not be technically feasible within the constraintsof the MMA budget. ConclusionsWith only 1 s integration per pointing, the MMA D array gives very respectable surfacebrightness sensitivity, comparable to the best existing surveys at much lower resolution. Inorder to take advantage of this sensitivity and the associated capability of imaging very large9



regions of the sky, the MMA correlator must have a fast dump time and the antennas must beable to point well while scanning. Lots of computation will be required to produce these largeimages, much more than will be required for a large single dish. The MMA will image wide�elds considerably faster than a large single dish with the same collecting area and a reasonablenumber of feeds; in fact, the single dish's focal plane array will require �270 feeds in orderto image as quickly as the MMA. Hence, any scienti�c justi�cation for a large millimeterwavelength single dish to image large regions of the sky applies equally well to the MMA. Ifthe technical challenges of fast correlator dump times and synchronous slewing can be metat modest cost, it would probably be very fruitful scienti�cally to add the fast mosaicingcapabilities to the MMA. ReferencesAdler, et al., 1992, \A Completely Sampled Aperture Synthesis Map of the CO Emissionin M51", ApJ 392, 497.Combes, Francoise 1991, \Distribution of CO in the Milky Way", in Annu. Rev. Astron,Astrophys., 29:195-237.Cornwell, 1988, \Radio-interferometric imaging of very large objects", A&A 143, 77.Cornwell, Holdaway, and Uson, 1993, \Radio-interferometric imaging of very large objects:implications for array design", A&A 271, 697-713.Holdaway, M.A., and Foster, Scott, 1994, \On-The-Fly Mosaicing", MMA Memo 122.Rand and Kulkarni, 1990, ApJ, 349, (L43).Many thanks to Darrel Emerson, Frazer Owen, Harvey Liszt, Claire Chandler, Jim Ru�,and Phil Jewell for their useful inputs into this work.
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